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X In the group (S,.) of Example 1, Art. 2.8, o(u) 
= 3, ofu")= 

2. In the gro 

Examples.

(w") = 3. 

= 3,o(5) 

2. In the group (Zø, +), o(+) =6,o() 
=3,o3) =2, of)= 3,o(5) 

,ol 
3. In the group S3 of Example 8, Art. 2.8, o(pi) 

= 3,otpa) = 3,of, 

oPA)=olps)=2. 

5. In the group Da of Example 12, Art. 2.8, ofri) 
= o(ra) =4.ol. 

olp) = ofv) = o(d) = o(d')=2. 

4. In the group 
V of Example 10, Art. 2.8, ofa) = ofb) = ofc) =? 

e 

6. In the group (Z, t), the order of each 
non-zero 

element is infinit. 

Note. The order of the identity 
element in a group is 1 and no o 

element in a group is of order 1. 

Theorem 
2.10.1. Let a be an 

element of a group (G, o). Then 

ola) = olal); 
) if ofa) =n and a e, then n is a divisor of m; 

ni) if ofa) =n then a, a",...,a"(= e) are distinct elements of C 

iv) if ofa) =n, then o(aP) = n if and only if p is prime to n; 

(v) if o(a) is infinite and p is a positive integer, then o(a") is infinit 

Proof. (i) Case 1. Let o(a) = n. Then a" = e, where n is the lea 

positive integer. Therefore (a-l)" =a = (a")=l =e-l =e. 

If possible, let there be another positive integer mn < n such the 

(a =e. Then an = e. 

Now a" =e and a-"m = e imply that a"- = e and since n - m < 

this contradicts that ofa) = n. Therefore o(a) = e. 

Case 2. Let ofa) be infinite. We assert that ofa) is infinite. If no 
let o(a) = m, where m is a positive integer. Then (al)" = e. i 

(a)-= e. 
This implies a" = e, i.e., a is of finite order, a contradiction. Ther 

fore o(a) is infinite. This completes the proof. 

(ii) Since ol«)= n, n is the least positive integer such that a" 
By division algorithm, there exist integers q and r such that m = qm+ 

where 0r<n. 
Then e = a" = a9mtr = (a")°oa" = eoa" = a". 

This relation holds only when r = 0, because, otherwise it will co 
tradict that ofa) = n. 

Therefore m = qn and the theorem is proved. 



POSItlve inte 
. Then a'oar. 

Sinee 0s- 

0 as that a, a, a",a" are all distinct. This estalblis, 

= e, 0r, a-= e. 
this contradicts the assuniption that ofa) = n. 

(ii) lt poSsible, tegers r, s such that 

(iv) 
Let p be 

primeto 

iv mn = (a")P = e. This implies o(aP) < n. 
0 n. 

(a =aPn 

ble, let o(aP) = m. Then m Sn 
f possible, (1) 

aP) = m, (a e, i.e., a e. This implies that n is a Since of 
, by Theorem 2.10.1.(11)i and since p is prime to n, n is a 

Fron (i) and (ii), m = n and therefore o(aP) = n. 

onrersely, let ofa")= n and let gcd(n,P) = d. Then 7 are integers 

vsor of, (i) 
wisor 

of m. 
Theretore n m 

rinme to each 
other. 

)=na"=e> (a")7 = e (aP)4 = e. 

This implies n is a divisor of , since o(aP) = n. 

Therefore d =1 and p is prime to n. 

This completes the proof 

(v) If possible, let o(a") be finite, say, m. 

o(aP) = m> aP =e 

a is of finite order, a contradiction. 

Therefore o(a") is infinite. 

ote. If ole) is infinite and p be a negative integer then also o(aP) is 
Ainite, because o(aP) = o(a"P). 

heorem 2.10.2. Each element of a finite group is of finite order. 

mof Let a be an element of a finite group (G,o). Then a, a?, a3,.arc 
I elements of G. Since G is finite, these elements are not all distinct.
uerelore there exist positive integers m,n such that a"" = a" 
n. 

where 

Therefore amo(a")-l = eg, or, a"" = eG. 

ote. The order of an element in a finite group cannot exceed the orde 

This proves that a is of finite order. 

egroup. This follows from the Theorem 2.10.1. (ii). 

grked Examples. 
(G,o) be a finite gre lmber et of elements of order 2. 

8rOup ot even order prove that G contains an ode 
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94 0.1.(1). 
= o(al) by 

Theorem 
2.10. 

Let a E G. Then ofa) 
= o(a "") by 

Theorem 

2.10.1.(i). 

hey form 

If ofa) < 3 then a 
= a" 

If ofa) 2 3 then a 
and a 

are 

distinct 
and they for 

If ofa) re o 

Let us 
consider all pairs of elements 

of the form {z, s*l) who 
use G con 

3. All such pairs 
cannot 

exhaust 
the 

whole of G, 
because G 

least one 
element (the 

identity 
element) 

o 
order 

less than 3. 

orm {z,al 

elements 

of G such that 
each is the 

inverse 
of the other. 

Since the order of G is even, 
an 

even 

number 
of elements havi. 

less than 3 lie outside the union of all pairs of the for {z,z-1 

eler 
ofr)23. 

Since G contains only one 
element of order 1, the number of el 

of order 2 must be odd. 

Note. In particular, 
G must 

contain at least one 
element of order -

In a group (G, o), the 
elements a and b 

commute and ofa) and 

are prime to each other. Show that ofaob) 
= o(a).o(b). 

Let ofa) = m, o(b) = n and let o(aob) = k. Then a = e. 

e, (aob)* =e. 

e, 

(aob)mn 
= anobn 

since aob = boa 

= eoe=e. 

Therefore k is a divisor of mn () ) 

Again (aob)* = e a*ob = e, since aob = boa 

a = b-k 

an = e, since b-TR = e 

m is a divisor of nk 

m is a divisor of k, since gcd(m, n)=. 

b=ak 

bm.e=e 
Also (aob)* =e > 

nis a divisor of mk 
n is a divisor of k, since gcd(m, n) =l. 

Therefore mn is a divisor of k, since gcd(m, n) =1 ... (ii) 
From (i) and (i), k = mn and therefore o(aob) = o(a).o(b). 

3. Let (G,o) be a group and a E G. An element b in G is said to 

conjugate of a if there exists an element z in G such that b = toaot 

Prove that any conjugate of a has the same order as that of a. 

Deduce that o(aob) = ofboa) for a, bEG. 
Case 1. Let ofa) = m. Then a =Fe. 
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(roaor-)m-1ym= (roaor")o(Toaor")o...o(roaoz-1) 
roa" or-1 
ror = e. 

If posible. let (roaor-1)k = e, where k is a positive integer less than 

-1 = e. This gives a*=r"or = e, a contradiction, 
Then roa *or 

ce ofa) 
= m. 

is the least positive nteger such that (roaor-1 )m 
e. 

That is, o(roaor") 
= m. 

Let roaor") be finite, = k, say. T'hen (zoaor-1)k = e 

der, a contradictio Therefore o(roaor") is infinite. 

se 2. Let o(a) be infinite. 

Let o -I = e, or, a* = ror = e, showing that a is of finite or, 
roa 

This completes the proof. 

uction. aob can be expressed as aob = ao(boa) oa 

This shows that aob and boa are conjugate of each other. 

Yherefore o(aob) = o(boa). 

group (G,o) a is an element of order 30. Find the order of al8. 

Since o(a) = 30, a = e. Let o(a5) =m. Then al6m = e where m 

the least positive integer. 
Since ofa) = 30, 30 is a divisor of 18m, by Theorem 2.10.1.(ii). It 

lows that 5 is a divisor of 3m. 

Since m is the least positive integer, m = 5. Therefore o(a8) = 5. 

Find all elements of order 8 in the group (Z24, +). 

The elements of the group are 0,1,2,... , 23. o(0) = 1 and o(*) = 24. 

Let o(m) =8, where 0 < m < 24. Then 8m is a multiple of 24,i.e., m 
a multiple of 3. Therefore m = 3k, where k is a positive integer < 8. 

of3) = 8. o(k3) = 8 if and only if k is prime to 8. Here k <8. 

lerefore k=1,3, 5, 7. Hence the elements are 3,9, 15, 21. 

In a group (G, o), ant1btl = tlantl and a"b" = ba" hold for all 

EG and for some integer n. Prove that the group is abelian. 

ab=a+(a-"b-")bn+l = a"tl(b"a"")ba+1, since a"b" = b"a" 

= (an+lb-")(a""b+1)... (i) 

a-lyn+1=an+1 (6"ant+1)ng" = (a"t1("a+1)n+)(6°a**1)-"b 
F(B"an+1)n+lan+l )a-(n+1)b-n", since a"+1b+l = b**a"* 

E("a+1+l and 
(a+1bn=at1 (8"an+1)n-1n=ant1 (b"a"+1)-1)(8"a+1)"b") 
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=a+la-(n+1)8-"(U" (b"an+1"), since a"b" = b"a"
=(ba"+1)". 
Therefore ant1 = (an+1bnn+1 (ant1}")-n 

= (6"an+1 )n+1(b"an+l)=" = *.. (iü) By similar steps, br+la" = a"bnt,.. (iii) 
and from (ii) we 

From (ii) we have a+1b-? = b"a** and from (ii b+la- = anbn+1 
Finally, from (i) we have ab = (a"*lb-")(a "b+1) 

=b-"(a"+lbn+1 )a-"=(b-"b+1)(a*la-") = ba for all a, b E G. 
Therefore G is an abelian group. 

Exercises 10 

If each element, except the identity, of a group be of order 2, prove th group is abelian. thet 

O2In a group (G, o), (aob)* = a'ob holds for all a,b E G. Prove th group is abelian. a 

3. If (G, o) be a group in which (aob)* = a'ob° and (aob)° = a'ob a,b E G, prove that the group is abelian. 
4. In a group G, for all a, b E G, (ab)" = a"b" holds for three consec integers n. Prove that the group is abelian. 
Hint. For some integer p, (ab)P = aPbP, (ab)P+1= aP+1bp+1, (ab)P+2 = aP+2p (ab)P+l = aP+1bptl ab(aPP) = aPt+1p+l > baP = aPb (i) (ab)P+2 = aPt2}p+2 ab(ap+1bp+l) = aPt2bP+2 bap+l = ap+1b Using (i) and (i), ab = ba. (ii) 

5. In a group G, ab = ba and a'b= b°a* hold for all a, b E G. Prove the group is abelian. 

&In a group G, a and b are distinct elements of order 2. 
If a and b commute, prove that o(ab) = 2. 
If a and b do not commute, prove that o(aba"") = 2. 

Deduce that a group G can not contain exactly two elements of order 2. J. Let (G, o) be a group and a, bEG. Prove that (aoboa )" = aob"oa all integers n. 

8% If (G, o) be a finite group with identity e, prove that there exists a po" nteger m such that a" = e holds for all a E G. 
9. In a group (G, o) the order of an element a is n. Prove that o(a" where d = ged(m, n). 


